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Talk about a punch of spring color! In late spring, Bignonia capreolata 
‘Tangerine Beauty’ packs a wallop! And the flower production 
continues past spring with sporadic flowering summer through fall.

This vine is easy to grow and can reach heights of 20’-30’.  It not 
only looks good but it’s flowers attract hummingbirds and other 
pollinators. 

Tangerine Beauty is a vigorous climber that self-clings by branched 
tendrils. It grows rapidly and can cover a wall or fence with beautiful 
dark green leaves in short time. Flowers are bright orange-red about 
2” long. Long 7” seed pods follow the flowering. 

Tangerine Beauty is generally considered evergreen however it 
can loose leaves just before beginning the growth period or after 
the main spring flower show.

Plant in full sun or part shade but this vine flowers best in sunny 
conditions. 

Tangerine Beauty even does well in poor soils. It’s a durable vine 
but does best with regular watering. 

Add a pop of color on vertical surfaces and try Bignonia capreolata 
‘Tangerine Beauty’. You won’t be disappointed. Peter the Great Summer Palace, 

Saint Petersburg, Russia
Cassie Dawes

Favorite Flora: 
Bignonia capreolata ‘Tangerine Beauty’ - By Caryl Davies

“As an architect, you design for the present, 
with an awareness of the past for a future which is essentially unknown””

Norman Foster

“It was February 1986; I had just moved to Southern Nevada. 
The first architect I met while doing landscape design on one 
of his projects was George Tate. This was the start of a long 
and successful relationship with Tate & Snyder Architects, 
then Tate Snyder Kimsey Architects, and now TSK Architects. 
In 1988 when I started my first landscape architecture 
company, I was part of the Tate & Snyder Architects team 
that designed all the high schools in Clark County for the next 
20 years. Working with George, Bill, Windom and all the TSK 
staff over the last 35 years has been a wonderful experience. 
Great ideas have been shared, unique designs have been 
created, and many personal friendships have been fostered.” 
– Stan

“CLV Health & Wellness: Jeni and Liz were a pleasure to work with all the way from the beginning 
schematic design charrette through the final construction documents. Their design knowledge and 
enthusiasm made the project easy to work on and helped to create a rich final design.” – Justin

“Chris Lujan and the TSK team was a pleasure to work with on the City of Henderson Civic Plaza project. 
The TSK office is great at sharing ideas and working hard to ensure the finished product is the best it can 
be.” - Matt

“Onidio Mirabal is great to work with. He is always on top of things which makes the school projects run 
smoothly on our end of things.” – Cassi

“I have been fortunate to work with Windom, Mike, Jeni, and numerous other team members at TSK over 
the past 13 years. Whether it was working on the Sahara DMV Building or the Desert Diamonds Baseball 
Complex, they have always provided a unique perspective and shown a desire to be progressive in the 
design thought process in order to deliver truly memorable spaces.” - Joe
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